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As a return mode for investors by listed companies, cash dividend plays a role 
as indicators of business management level, investing value and development 
prospects at the same time. The majority of US listed companies provide for cash 
dividend quarterly for maximizing the efficiency of capital. Nevertheless, cash 
dividend accounting for a lower ratio of net profits in China comparing with other 
market economy flourishing nations, is characterized by uncertainty. The low ratio 
and uncertainty of cash dividend are proposed to engender negative influences on 
equity financing constraint, rational expectant returns, rational investing and even 
the development of capital market; as a result, it arouses the interests of all 
stakeholders. Take Xiamen listed companies for examples, the article is designed to 
analyze current status and influential factors of cash dividend in Xiamen listed 
companies, meanwhile, make proposals for enhancing cash dividend mechanism. 
The short of analysis about cash dividend in Xiamen listed companies could be 
recognized as the root cause of this study.  
This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. Firstly, the dissertation puts 
forward research background and motivation, defines some core concepts, and 
introduces dissertation structure, research methods. Secondly, reviews domestic and 
foreign works about cash dividend. Thirdly, summarizes related cash dividend 
policies in China. Fourthly, analyzes current status, features and existing problems 
of cash dividend in Xiamen listed companies by the mean of close analogy with 
other listed companies in China, questionnaire investigation; etc. Fifthly, analyzes 
internal and external influential factors from integrated aspects by the route of 
company, shareholder, market and policy. Sixthly, puts forward to make proposals of 
enhancing cash dividend mechanism. Lastly, reviews the article and sums up the 
main conclusions of the dissertation, and enumerates some limitations in this 
dissertation.  
   It is believed that cash dividend has got access to both economic factors such as 
profitability and institutional factors, as apt examples, market structure, financing 















the efficiency of the market, which would ensure market mechanism producing due 
effect.  
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图 1：1992-2010 年中国上市公司市场 EPS 及分红占利润比 
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